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lnstruction No.204

Date: 16/01 I 2023

To: Sales offices and travel agents

Sub: Reservation & ticket issuance regulations
non-compI i ance penalty, effective 21r Jan. 2023
Voiding ticket and the reissuance has a penalty of
2,500,000 Rls. on domestic routes and 5,000,000
Rls. on international routes.
lf the ticket is not reissued, the fine will be equal to
the No-show penalty based on the relevant class.
ln case the ticket is not cancelled, there will be a No-
show penalty based on the relevant class.
REVALIDATION is strictly prohibited on domestic
flight tickets.
Passenger contact number in PNR
The contracted travel agents shall mention the
contact number and, if possible, the e-mail address
in the PNR.
lf the passenger's contact number is not included,
resulting in not notifying about the flight delays and
cancellations, all the responsibilities and probable
expenses, including ticket, accommodation, etc.
remains with the travel agent.
lssuing tickets on system routes at a higher or lower
than the approved system rate of Qeshm Airlines is
not. allowed, and in case of any violation, the
agreement with the agent will be terminated.
The number of allowed transactions per each ticket
issuance is 150, and the penalty for each excess
transaction is 200 Rls. which will be deducted from
the credit on a daily basis. The transaction includes
one flight search, rate and any other entry toward
the company data base.
Travel agents are required to accurately include the
passenger personal information in the ticket and
inform the passenger about the consequences of
contradictory lD, such as the possibility of non-
acceptance at the airport.
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Passenger and cargo sales manager
S. MOVAHEDI




